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Chapter 1 : How to Convert a Word Document to HTML: 8 Steps (with Pictures)
You can embed a Word document into a file, making it blend in with the rest of your document. Embedding the
document places the entire file into the new Word document. Unless you link to the original file, changes that are made
to the source file will not appear in the new document.

There are some who employ difficult words coupled with long and complex sentence structures to make the
other accept inferiority when it comes to writing. The reason is based on the deep penetration of mainstream
multimedia into our lives which has made access to information, easy and visual. With this backdrop, the
internet has taken the quest for information one step ahead in terms of easiness in understanding and has
caused content to be to the point, simple and informative quality over quantity. SEO principles also dictate
that online content should be original and easy to understand and this is why the concept of readability and
indicators of readability level that form the basis of readability statistics are of critical importance. In doing so,
we will reveal how one click can reveal comprehensive counts words, characters, paragraphs and sentences ,
averages sentences per paragraph, words per sentences and so on , and readability level passivity, Flesch
Kincaid Level and much more. Readability Statistics â€” What is it? Ever found it hard to finish an article?
Difficult vocabulary, lack of figures or visuals, and a stack of information that needs serious organization may
cause frustration in average readers and they may just end up only reading the heading of the respective post.
This causes a writing dilemma where the writer is unable to effectively convey the message to the reader.
Readability can be defined as the ease with which a document or a writing piece can be read. These tests are
based on formulas that rely majorly on the following points: Readability Level Check In Word ? After
understanding the concept and need for readability, readability tests and readability levels, let us now come to
the prime focus of this post: After correcting any grammatical or spelling errors, if the completion window
does not show any readability statistics, you must then proceed to the next step. Checking The Readability
Statistics Go to the File menu and click on Options present in the left sidebar of the overall menu. The General
tab of a new window, Word Options, will come to view. The General tab is selected by default and you must
proceed by selecting the Proofing tab. You can always revert the changes i. This time, a very different
concluding window will appear. See the snapshot below to understand what is exactly being referred to here.
Through the Readability Statistics feature Microsoft Word has shown us once again that it is not only
concerned with where we write but is equally concerned with how we write. This feature can easily help
novice writers in developing good writing skills especially needed in the online content domain. The
Readability Statistics are split into three aspects: Counts, Averages and Readability itself. Similarly, the
Averages are split into the average number of sentences per paragraph, average word count per sentence and
the average character count per word. The Readability section highlights the most interesting statistics from
which we derive 3 useful readability tips: Passive Sentences Percentage Try to keep this percentage to the
minimum. Flesch Reading Ease This score is based on a 1 to scale where the higher the number, the easier is
the document to understand. Flesch- Kincaid Grade Level A score of 8, here, would mean that this writing
piece can be understood by a eighth grader. A Flesch Kincaid Grade Level score between 7 and 8 is often
recommended. In conclusion, this post has shed light on the some important aspects of readability while
covering tips and tricks to make your writing simpler and attractive to a wider target audience on the road to
unravelling how Microsoft Word can highlight important and relevant readability indicators for you.
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Chapter 2 : Where is the Document Property in Word , , and
Choose the type of file to insert. Click Object to insert a PDF, image, or another type of non-text file into your Word
document. Then click From File on the left side of the dialog box that opens.

My goal is to find solutions to undocumented or unsolved issues to help people out. See the screenshot below?
My document contains a picture, it shows up as a small thumbnail, but I need the original high-resolution
picture. There are several ways to retrieve or extract images from a Word document. I am going to be listing
the top 3 ways to do so in this article. Feel free to use whichever way you want, but expect different results.
Here is the article index here: Copying and pasting the image into a picture processing application Alright
Saving the document as a web page and retreiving the generated images Nice! Well just open the document in
Word and save it as. So here is my file: I am going to rename the file to "products. Now, double click your. In
my case, Winrar does the job. If the document still opened with Word, you probably did not read carefully
enough -- go back to the part where I say to follow this tutorial. Open the "word" folder as seen in the above
screenshot. You should be seeing a "media" folder: These are the original images that were inserted in the
documents, regardless of the size in which they appear when viewing your document. Unfortunately, the
picture is copied in the same size as it appears in Word. This is obviously not the best way to go, but it can be
easier and faster than the first option I described earlier. First, open your document in Word, then save it as a
Web page: When offered to select the format, make sure to choose the "Web page" format The "Web page"
option on the other hand exports the original images as well as thumbnails. Once the file is saved as a Web
page, you will find that two new icons appear in your folder: Open the folder to reveal the images both in
original and thumbnail sizes: You can now copy or save those files to other folders of your computer. In my
opinion, we should be able to just right-click an image and see a "Save image as
Chapter 3 : How to Embed a Word Document in SharePoint Page
Word for Office Word Word Word Word Word More Less You can insert the content of previously-created Word
documents into a new or different Word document.

Chapter 4 : How to Embed a Word Document Into a Website | blog.quintoapp.com
Depending on the version of Word or Outlook you're using, you can insert a variety of objects (such as PDF files, Excel
charts or worksheets, or PowerPoint presentations) into a Word document or an email message by linking or embedding
them.

Chapter 5 : How to Embed Objects in MS Word | blog.quintoapp.com
In this short video you will learn how to embed a YouTube video into a Microsoft Word document using embed code.
Nowadays more and more documents are read online and on tablets/laptops rather.

Chapter 6 : Embed PDF in Word - Embed a PDF Document Into Microsoft Word - Online PC Learning
Embed data into a Word document. Select the Show Windows Side by Side option to place the Excel window to the
immediate right of the Word window. Start by selecting and dragging a cell range from a worksheet. The easiest way to
embed a table of worksheet data or a chart is to use the good.

Chapter 7 : 2 Ways to Insert a PDF into a Word Document | Wondershare PDFelement
Embedding an Excel chart If you have already created a chart in Excel, you can embed and link it to your Word
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document. When you embed an Excel chart in Word, any updates you make to the original Excel chart will automatically
update in your Word document, as long as the files remain in the same location.

Chapter 8 : Inserting PDF files into Word docx file
how to embed other into a word document as objects. file types include pdf, docs, ppt. xls etc etc.

Chapter 9 : How To Check Readability Statistics In Microsoft Word ?
To insert the contents of a source Word file into a target Word file, open the target document, place the cursor where
you want to insert the source file, and then click the "Insert" tab. In the "Text" section, click the "Object" button and select
"Text from File" from the drop-down menu.
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